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BBC (2018): “The Tesla car that Elon Musk launched into space is likely to stay 
there for tens of millions of years before crashing into the Earth or Venus.” photo: SPACE-X / AFP
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Background

Mike Kelley 2017: Mojave boneyard (the Life Cycle of Planes)



It is essential to reduce primary material consumption in order for 
society to operate within the Earth's planetary boundaries.

If we want to maintain societies’ wellbeing, we need to access the 
Urban Mine by reusing secondary materials (from vehicles)

The Dutch government: reduce primary material consumption by 50% 
by 2030 and be fully Circular Economy by 2050 (and have zero 

emission mobility)

Understanding the quantities of required materials, and the 
availability of materials at end-of-life from the Urban Mine is essential 

to developing Circular Economy

Circular Economy and the Urban Mine



Lucy Nicholson 2018: Volkswagen cars from the “dieselgate scandal” buyback

Method



bottom-up:
all* materials in all* Dutch road, rail, water, and air vehicles

prospective: 
historical 2000-2017; prospective 2000-2050 (based on WLO-low scenarios for 

transportation)

comparative:
Explore sustainable transportation developments, as different transition pathways, 

compared to a reference pathway

stock-driven:
using Weibull lifespan distributions based on demographic data

Material Flow Analysis (MFA)



Results

Public domain: tugboats aid in mooring a container ship, Vostochny

historical



Vehicle stock compared to ...



Vehicle stock compared to ...

https://prezi.com/z-dwv-1kox03/materialsvehiclesnetherlands2017/



Vehicle material stock over time, by type



Mass of  critical raw materials over time



Results

Public domain: tugboats aid in mooring a container ship, Vostochny

projection



Developments & transition pathways
Pathways

Transportation Development REF: Stagnation Substitution Realignment Reconfiguration Transformation

Passenger Low-emission vehicles x

Freight Vehicle enlargement x

Passenger Transport as-a-service x

Freight Two-way-trade x

Passenger Lifespan elongation x

Freight Lifespan elongation x

Passenger Modal shift x

Freight Modal shift x



results: material requirement

pathways: . REF: Stagnation Substitution Realignment Reconfiguration Transformation

Vehicle stock in 2050 [t] 44M 49M 37M 44M 42M

Cumulative inflows 2020-2050 [t] 50M 70M 40M 32M 46M

Cumulative outflows 2020-2050 [t] 42M 57M 39M 24M 41M
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pathways: . REF: Stagnation Substitution Realignment Reconfiguration Transformation

Steel inflow compared to REF 40.4M 13% -18% -34% -6%

Steel outflow compared to REF 33.6M 16% -7% -42% -4%

Polymers inflow compared to REF 3.4M 101% -32% -41% -28%

Polymers outflow compared to REF 3.1M 77% -12% -43% -7%

Aluminium inflow compared to REF 2.4M 105% -27% -41% -3%

Aluminium outflow compared to REF 2.3M 76% -10% -43% 2%

Copper inflow compared to REF 1.2M 153% -21% -35% -13%

Copper outflow compared to REF 1.0M 110% -8% -42% -6%

CRM inflow compared to REF 5.04K 114781% -24% -42% -33%

CRM outflow compared to REF 4.81K 66428% -9% -44% -6%
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The Guardian (2018): The unexpected beauty of China’s bicycle sharing graveyards

Conclusions



conclusions
- A prospective, stock-driven MFA was used to compare material 

demand/release for different pathways.

- The material stock of vehicles grew to 36 million tons in 2017. The reference 
pathway increases the primary* material demand by 22% in 2050 compared to 
2017

- Population/GDP growth, electrification, ineffective utilisation of vehicles 
indicate an increase in material demand for transportation.

- Lifespan elongation, Servitization of mobility,  Two-way freight, 
and Modal shift all reduce material requirements, allowing for growth in 
transportation demand.



The Atlantic (2018) The Bike-Share Oversupply in China

Discussion & Recommendations



limitations
material content data / lifespan data 

interpretation
WLO laag scenario provides a minimum: the expected material demand/release is higher

scientific context
case study of more vehicles / quantitative results in a socio-technical context

societal relevance
MFA is used as a comparative tool to understand material implications of decisions

further research
availability of materials in the Urban Mine (export!)

discussion & recommendations



discussion & recommendations

for end users of transportation:

Lifespan elongation, reuse, & modernisation

Embrace low-emissions modes of transport

Recognise & criticise the status-quo

for public/private decision makers:

Material implications should be part of decision 

making processes

Reconfigure practices for lifespan & reuse

Transition to low emission modes of transport 

like mass transit



1972

2018

2015: Doulos Phos 1911: SS Medina

Henk Reins (2018) Ombouw van een 1972 klassieker naar elektrische wagen



The Atlantic (2018) The Bike-Share Oversupply in China

Thank you.



Mijn rol bij Metabolic 

1. CE monitoring provincies

2. Circulair inkopen

3. Data analyse / ontwikkeling tools / 

impact assessment



www.metabolic.nl
jochem@metabolic.nl
+31 (0) 6 300 24 766

Klimopweg 150
1032 HX Amsterdam

The Netherlands



Substitution pathway
Passenger transportation:Freight transportation:



De- and realignment pathway
Passenger transportation:Freight transportation:



Reconfiguration pathway
Passenger transportation:Freight transportation:

1972

2018

SS Medina (1914) = Doulos Phos (2015) SGM passenger train after modernisation



Reconfiguration pathway
Passenger transportation:Freight transportation:

1972

2018

SS Medina (1914) = Doulos Phos (2015) SGM passenger train after modernisation

2015: Doulos Phos 1911: SS Medina



Transformation pathway
Passenger transportation:Freight transportation:



https://prezi.com/z-dwv-1kox03/materialsvehiclesnetherlands2017/

* area represents mass

What is the mass of  vehicles in society?



results from transition pathways



Developments & transition pathways



pathways: . REF: Stagnation Substitution Realignment Reconfiguration Transformation

Vehicle stock in 2050 [t] 44.4M 49.5M 37.2M 44.4M 42.1M

Cumulative inflows 2020-2050 [t] 49.9M 69.8M 40.0M 32.3M 46.2M

Cumulative outflows 2020-2050 [t] 42.1M 57.0M 39.0M 24.5M 40.6M

Steel inflow 40.4M 45.5M 33.0M 26.5M 38.1M

Steel outflow 33.6M 39.0M 31.3M 19.6M 32.4M

Polymers inflow 3.4M 6.8M 2.3M 2.0M 2.5M

Polymers outflow 3.1M 5.6M 2.8M 1.8M 2.9M

Aluminium inflow 2.4M 4.9M 1.8M 1.4M 2.3M

Aluminium outflow 2.3M 4.0M 2.0M 1.3M 2.3M

Copper inflow 1.2M 3.1M 974.00K 802.00K 1.1M

Copper outflow 1.0M 2.2M 963.00K 606.00K 988.00K

CRM inflow 5.04K 5.8M 3.82K 2.94K 3.37K

CRM outflow 4.81K 3.2M 4.38K 2.71K 4.50K

results: cumulative inflow



stocks, in- and outflow: reference



stocks, in- and outflow: substitution



stocks, in- and outflow: realignment



stocks, in- and outflow: reconfiguration



stocks, in- and outflow: transformation


